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We Need you for the following:
Game Masters for the upcoming West Wars in May.
Hi Members,
We are coming up on the dates for West Wars 2018 pretty fast. We
will hold it at the Baker Center on May 19th and 20th. That's Saturday
9AM to 6PM and Sunday 9AM to 5PM. Please mark your calendars.
I am requesting members to volunteer to run their best and favorite
games. Please submit your plan as early as possible as I will be
putting out regular emails as the venue grows.
I already have 2 games set. Both are planned for Sunday May 20th.
John Brown and Terry Shockey will provide a DB?? Tournament and
Doug Marston will plan to demo a "Flight Simulator" to fly your
Favorite Aircraft. More details will be forth coming.
The sessions will be...
#1 - Saturday, May19th; 9AM to 1 PM
#2 - Saturday, May 19th; 2PM to 6 PM
#3 - Sunday, May 20th; "Swap Meet" 9AM to 11:30AM
#4 - Sunday, May 20th; "Meeting" at Noon.
#5 - Sunday, May 20th; 1PM to 5PM
Each session can accommodate up to 5 events (possibly 6 if they are
small, needing only 2 tables).
Doug Wildfong, CMH Historian and West Wars Coordinator

Running for CMH office
Each Year at the May club meeting we vote on officers for
the coming club year (May to May)
If you are interested in running the office in our club
consist of
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Historian (Held by the most recent past president)
As of this publication none of the present officers has
indicated that they will not seek reelection. But it is
always good to have some prospective leaders to make
an appearance. If you have any questions about the
various positions and their duties just ask.

Writing Articles for the CMH Newsletter
We are always in the need for articles for the CMH Newsletter. It
could be a one off article or a series as Jim Rairdon did recently
on the history of the Rangers. Start a new column, a discussion
corner, a favorite period, etc. The skys the limit on potential
material.

Jeff Lambert’s Report for the WWI Aerial Combat Campaign
March 26, 1918
Five days ago, Germany launched its largest offensive in the war so far.
Heralded by a massive bombardment, the attack was concentrated against the
British lines in the same ground fought over in the Battle of the Somme. The
Kaiser's armies took advantage of the thousands of men released from the
Russian Front by the Bolshevik surrender earlier this month. With gas,
flamethrowers, and waves of aircraft dropping bombs the Huns have taken much
ground, but the stout Tommies have not broken. The RFC and RNAS have
responded with vigor while the BEF slowly withdraws before the onslaught.
A rail junction near the front lines in the vicinity of Armentiers was the focus of a
recent counter-attack by the British air forces. High command wished to deny
the railyard to the Germans, who had recently captured it and had begun
extending the line from their rear in order to shuttle forward reinforcements. The
target was well-protected with light and heavy anti-aircraft guns, as well as a
patrol of German fighters. Into the teeth of these defenses, the British fliers were
led in a well-planned attack by Lt. Lambert. Lambert, flying a SPAD 13, escorted
a DH4 flown by Lt. Howell. Lieutenants Irons and Manley flew ahead of them in
SE5a's carrying Cooper bombs, their mission to suppress the "Archie" and clear
the area of enemy fighters.
The Germans were led by the famous Skelly, flying his favorite Pfalz. Lt.
Wharrier flew another Pfalz as Skelly's wingman, while Albatros DVa's flown by
Lt. Marston and Lt. Johnson joined the patrol. The SE5's struck first, flying into
the AA and taking some damage, but Irons dropped his bombs directly on a
heavy gun emplacement and destroyed it! Manley attempted to follow his
wingman's example but drew the fire of Skelly and was quickly shot down.
Meanwhile, Lambert and Howell's observer shared a kill against the
inexperienced Lt. Johnson. While Lambert kept Marston's remaining Albatros at
bay, and Irons tangled with Skelly and Wharrier, Howell made several runs at the
railyard and dropped enough explosives on the tracks to completely disable it.
In the course of the dogfight between Skelly and Irons, it became obvious by the
passing of several opportunities to fire that Skelly's guns were no longer
functioning. Try as he might, though, Irons was unable to convert the opportunity
into victory and at last Skelly escaped in the direction of his own lines. Wharrier
and Marston both became disoriented, perhaps by the low clouds, and
disengaged from the fight but not before Marston delivered a burst at Lambert
and wounded him. The railyard smoking behind them, all of the parties involved
called it a British victory and returned home to fight another day, except for
Manley and Johnson.

Shooting down Manley boosted Hauptmann G. Skelly's score to 20-1/2 aerial
victories. A solemn ceremony was held at the ace's aerodrome where he was
presented with Germany's highest award, the "Blue Max", by the Kaiser's
nephew. The Prince expressed amazement when he was informed that Skelly
had returned from his latest flight with empty ammunition bins for both of his
perfectly functioning Spandaus! Following the ceremony, newly promoted Oberst
Skelly was taken away in the Prince's limousine to begin a propaganda tour in
Berlin, followed by an inspection of Home Defence units to encourage and advise
them in dealing with the increasing British raids on the German fatherland.
Here are the campaign standings:
SKELLY
20-1/2 victories 1611pts (681 adjusted)
LAMBERT 5 881 (345)
IRONS
5 785 (494)
FORTE 7-1/2 731 (482)
HUNT 8 705 (628)
WHARRIER 3 470 (455)
MANLEY 4-1/2 466 (155)
MARSTON 0 336 (253)
MARTINEZ 1-1/2 335 (243)
CAVER-BOYD 3-1/2 263 (88)
BEAUGARIN 1 232 (149)
STUART 1 208 (127)
CROWN 0 180 (63)
FRAKES 2-1/2 178 (59)
HOWELL 1 148 (148)
CASTELLETTO 1/2 125 (42)
GOWEN 1 100 (100)
WAITE 1 56 (56)
HOLMES 0 45 (45)
HERSCH 0 38 (13)
WEBER 0 36 (36)
VELTRE 0 33 (33)
JOHNSON 0 28 (28)

BALANCE OF POWER AT COMMENCEMENT OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
(or, How was the Confederacy able to last for over four years – and almost win?)
BY JOHN F. OWEN
MANPOWER: The North starts with a large population primacy – about 18 million vs. a
Southern white population of less than 6 million. The disparity was mitigated somewhat by
nearly 3 million slaves, who would contribute, albeit involuntarily, to the Confederate war
economy. However, the North had the further advantage of large scale immigration, composed
largely of German and Irish immigrants. By mid-war whole units – sometimes of regiment or
brigade size – were composed of these foreign born elements.
INDUSTRY: In 1860, the South had somewhere between 10-15% of the nation’s industrial
plant. This should have placed the Confederacy at a huge disadvantage. However, several
factors mitigated this. First, the pre-war Northern armament capacity was only providing for a
small navy and an army of about 15,000. It would take some little while to gear up to equip an
expanded naval establishment and an army of several hundred thousand. During this time,
the Union actually was forced to import large quantities of inferior Austrian and Belgian muskets
for its troops. Second, at the start, the Confederacy was almost at parity in arms, courtesy of
well stocked depots conveniently located in southern military installations. Some later
wondered whether President Franklin Pierce’s Secretary of War, one Jefferson Davis, had a
hand in furnishing disproportionate quantities of arms and munitions to these locations. Thirdly,
the Union blockade of Southern ports was hardly more than a paper exercise for the first year of
the war, by which time Confederate blockade runners had imported thousands of superior
Enfield muskets from Great Britain, as well as artillery and other goods. Fourth, initial battlefield
success for the South yielded a bounty of captured weaponry, especially artillery, from defeated
Union forces. Finally, though Northern inventors developed some game changing weapons –
notably repeating rifles and a rudimentary machine gun – the Union army bureaucracy stifled or
quashed employment of these in favor of traditional arms.* Only at the very end of the war did
one arm only – the Union cavalry – benefit much from these advances.
MILITARY OFFICERS: Around 30% of the pre-war U.S. Army officers chose to resign their
commissions and join the Confederate Army. Although a very imprecise calculation, by some
estimates this 30% included a large majority (perhaps 70%) of the really competent officers of
the pre-war army. A disproportionate number of these were in the senior command levels. This
would place the North at a severe disadvantage, as personal leadership at all command levels
was a key factor in 19th century battlefield success. In addition to the loyal officer incompetents
that afflicted the Union Army, there were a plethora of political generals that the Lincoln
Administration felt obligated to appoint to help sustain the war effort. Support of the opposition
party was considered critical to maintaining some semblance of national unity, and many of
these were Democratic Party stalwarts that raised regiments and/or supported prosecution of
the war. While a few of these developed into decent officers, most were at best worthless and
in general proved a major impediment to military operations. Their mandated employment in
the Army frustrated their more competent superiors - and subordinates alike - throughout the
war. The opposite was true for the United States Navy. Naval officers had few political
aspirations compared to their army counterparts (several presidents had been army generals;
none were naval officers).

*By 1862 Northern inventors had under development at least two outstanding repeating rifles (the Henry and the Spencer) as well
as a machine gun, e.g. the Gatling. The War Department’s chief ordnance officer promptly vetoed acquisition of these in favor of
traditional single shot infantry weapons, based partly on worry about excessive ammunition expenditures! One Union infantry
brigade (only) acquired these rifles – at their own expense (they were later reimbursed) - and proceeded to inflict disproportionate
losses on their Confederate opponents. The Gatling was not issued until after the war. These were incredible (and inexcusable)
missed opportunities.

The majority of naval officers remained loyal to the Union, which meant that the navy would
have decent leadership for the most part. As a side note, most of the high ranking naval
commanders cooperated well with their army counterparts in joint operations; this factor should
not be overlooked in the success of several Federal amphibious operations.
NAVY: This was a huge asset for the North. With extensive river systems and coastline, the
South was vulnerable to naval and amphibious incursions. Fortunately for the Confederacy, the
Union often failed to take full advantage of this capability, but at key points in the war it paid big
dividends for the North. Examples include the early capture of New Orleans, Forts Henry and
Donelson, Vicksburg, and bases in coastal North Carolina. The Confederates offset this to an
extent by innovation – for example, the CSS Virginia and other ironclads, the submersible CSS
Hunley, as well as naval mines (called torpedoes at the time). The U.S. Navy’s initial problem
was lack of ships; unlike soldiers, who can be mobilized and trained (albeit minimally) in a
relatively short time, purpose-built ships take much longer to construct and outfit. With the
Navy went a vast merchant marine, which despite some losses to CSA commerce raiders,
maintained a brisk Union trade effort throughout the war.
TOP CIVILIAN LEADERSHIP: Leadership at the presidential level offered extreme contrast.
For the Confederacy, Jefferson Davis seemed an inspired choice. A West Point graduate,
Davis had extensive military experience, both as a senior officer, and a U.S. Cabinet Secretary.
He saw combat in the Mexican War as a regimental commander (he was wounded in action),
and was familiar with many of his contemporaries in the Army. This could pay massive
dividends when it came to selecting commanders of key Confederate installations and
formations. Similarly, as a former United States Secretary of War, he knew how an army ran,
the administration, logistics, equipment, tactics, etc. Davis’ weak spot, ironically, was politics.
His inability to compromise or co-opt political opponents caused extremely serious rifts with the
Confederate Congress, state governors, and within his own Cabinet. These problems
frequently (and perhaps fatally) hamstrung the war effort, and were exacerbated by his puzzling
failure to relieve favored sub-par commanders until it was much too late.
Lincoln was the opposite side of the coin. His military experience was limited to a very short
term as a militia captain, and he was singularly unsuccessful in this limited responsibility. His
strength – often underestimated by his opponents, to their chagrin - was in the political sphere.
Unlike Davis, Lincoln was politically flexible, skillfully played his opponents off on one another,
and struck deals and compromise solutions when dictated by necessity. His lack of both military
experience and personal knowledge of pre-war Army officers contributed to many of the early
war debacles suffered by the Union. However, also unlike Davis, he improved somewhat in his
weak area, gaining some degree of military knowledge in the course of the war, and eventually
tended to make better appointments, save when felt overruled by political considerations.
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT: One would think, with a military bureaucracy in place, that this
would be a plus for the Union. Counterfactually, it turned out to be a supreme disadvantage.

Staffed with superannuated officers, much of the U.S. army bureaucracy was lethargic,
unimaginative, and wholly resistant to change. With glacial peacetime promotion opportunities
for officers, seniority counted for everything, and normally this guaranteed that the least able of
the officer corps would have first shot at the plum command positions at the outbreak of
hostilities. The seniority issue bedeviled the Federal Army through most of the war: only in the
last year was the Administration able to break away somewhat from this albatross. As a
corollary, highly qualified officers that may have vacillated whether to head south could certainly
look to immediate and rapid promotion in the Confederate States Army.
The Confederacy had the advantage of starting its military establishment with a clean slate. If
Davis and his Cabinet made good selections (they did not always do so), they could engineer a
highly efficient Department of War. Nor were the Confederates bound by the moribund U.S.
rank structure: in this case, they formed a much more logical general officer progression, which
at least potentially reduced confusion in their Military Departments and army units. Early
Confederate successes were partly a consequence of getting better leadership sooner into
more command positions, though poor selections resulted in some colossal failures as well.
GEOGRAPHY & STRATEGY: While the Union military had to occupy the South, the
Confederacy had only to frustrate Federal advances. The North’s larger and better rail net
facilitated movement of troops and supplies, while the South’s few rail junctions were
vulnerabilities that were eventually exploited. Both sides had telegraphic communication, but it
could not energize plodding, pessimistic, inadequate commanders. The Union’s riverine force
permitted in-country movement which Rebel defensive efforts could not always blunt. Politically,
the Confederacy had to defend the states adjacent to Union territory, even though it might place
them at a disadvantage strategically. With Union willingness to regroup and try again after each
defeat, Davis and the top military leadership periodically felt compelled to roll the dice for a
victory on Northern soil. Though they came close, it wasn’t quite enough.
HOME FRONT: The Southern home front faced tough times as the war progressed. While their
large slave population kept the economy going, imports were predominantly military items,
which meant that civilian goods no longer available from Northern manufacturers could not be
had from Europe. High morale sustained the Confederate home front for the first 3 years of the
war, but shortages coupled with increasing Union raids into the Deep South subsequently did
much to erode that. The Northern home front, on the other hand, for the most part prospered,
as prices and production increased despite recruitment for the military. Sea control for the
Union meant that export and import of non-military goods was assured to fuel the home front as
well as the war effort. The U. S. Congress even passed the Homestead Act in the second year
of the war (while their armies were often being stymied).
Although slaves helped keep the Southern economy running, they became a liability as the war
progressed. As Union armies invaded Confederate territory, they liberated thousands of slaves.
At best, these represented a critical loss of labor for the South; at worst, they would work as free
laborers for the Union forces, and many were eventually enlisted and trained as combat
soldiers. Though their impact was not crucial (despite present-day political correctness), African
American soldiers helped replace some of the catastrophic losses suffered by Union armies.
ENLISTMENTS: The salient factor in prosecuting the war for each side was the enlisted
soldiers in each army, both in quantity and quality. At the onset of the war, both sides relied

solely on volunteers. After events demonstrated that short term militia enlistments would not
satisfy, many Union volunteers signed three year enlistments – far longer than any of the
Northern leaders thought would be required to crush the rebellion. For the Confederacy, their
enlistees were “all in”, that is, they were obligated to serve until independence was achieved.
After two years, Union military failures and horrendous casualties caused the Government to
resort to a draft. Extremely unpopular, it probably failed to produce many qualified soldiers.
The Confederate government also passed a draft act, which, due to the scarcity of manpower,
was more vigorously enforced but only marginally more successful, though it also acted as an
inducement to volunteering.
In 1864 the enlistments of tens of thousands of veteran Union soldiers expired, and many chose
not to re-enlist. This was near catastrophic for some units, especially in the Army of the
Potomac, as combat efficiency precipitously declined (officer resignations played in this as well).
To replace them, the North resorted to recruiting thousands of recent immigrants, most of whom
lacked any military training or aptitude, in addition to the human refuse that comprised most
draftees. In many cases, the refurbished Union formations fought with no more unit cohesion or
discipline than their 1861 counterparts. As mentioned previously, after much debate, the Union
tapped the liberated slave population to further augment their army numbers. These of course,
were all-black units save for white officers (it’s noteworthy that the Union Navy employed
integrated ship crews almost 100 years before all United States military units were ordered to do
so). As a final measure, the Union established a “Volunteer Reserve Corps” composed of
previously discharged wounded veterans, intended primarily to relieve rear echelon and home
front troops for combat service.
By 1864, Confederate field forces, save small numbers of draftees and Home Guard units, were
composed mostly of hardened, battle tested veterans. This went a long way to compensating
for disparity in numbers.
MEDICAL: Here the North, with larger medical establishments, should have had an advantage.
In actuality, Union medical service was little better than their Rebel counterparts. Neither side
fully realized the impact of proper sanitation on preventing disease and sickness; because of
this, military deaths due to disease on both sides were double those sustained as a result of
combat. Since major engagements produced huge casualty lists in a very short time, medical
staffs were overwhelmed by the sheer numbers, and many battlefield deaths occurred from lack
of prompt treatment. While Southern soldiers suffered more severely due to medicine
shortages and lack of facilities, understaffing of medical personnel guaranteed unnecessary
suffering for Federal troops as well.
INTANGIBLES: If the Union lost the war, the United States would remain a viable - if truncated nation; if the South lost, it meant being conquered by a “foreign power”. This reality induced a
tenacity and dedication sometimes wanting in their Federal opponents. It gave the CSA staying
power far beyond what their limited resources might predict. Although desertions increased
markedly towards the end of the war, soldiers who were hungry, unpaid, poorly clothed, and
marginally equipped mostly stayed in the Confederate Army until the bitter end.
WAS THE OUTCOME PREDETERMINED? Historians have argued for over 150 years whether
Confederate victory was in the cards. Some have argued there was literally no chance. Others
postulated that one or two battles or critical commander losses made the difference. Some

years ago, the argument was that the twin invasions by the South - of Kentucky and Maryland in autumn 1862 were the Confederacy’s best chance; or alternatively, Gettysburg. However,
contemporary scholars have recognized that the more realistic possibility occurred much later in
the war - in the autumn of 1864. With the devastating casualties incurred by the Army of the
Potomac in the Overland Campaign, subsequent stalemate at Petersburg, coupled with
Confederate survival in Georgia, and no resolution in the Shenandoah Valley, war weariness in
the North was becoming endemic. Had the rebel Army of Tennessee been able to fend off
Sherman from Atlanta until the November election, the prospects of Lincoln being awarded a
second term were problematic. A prolonged illness or chance wounding of William Tecumseh
Sherman might have derailed the whole Union program west of the Alleghenies.
SUMMARY: A casual review of the respective advantages and assets of the contending forces
in the American Civil War leads to incredulity how the South could prolong the conflict for four
full years. Yet by examining the numerous mitigating factors, it becomes more apparent how
the Confederacy could not only prolong the war, but come much closer to winning than most
histories (and many historians) credit it. While the South had its share of senior officer
incompetents, the Union seemed beset by larger numbers of them, in more high command
positions, and their persistent presence went far toward explaining the tortuous road to eventual
victory. The thin margin of that final Union victory, coupled with dreadful losses on both sides,
contributed heavily to the bitterness of Reconstruction and continued resentment of the
Government by the former Confederate states.

GERMAN NATIONAL MARKINGS 1918
by Jeff Lambert
At one of our recent Canvas Eagles campaign meetings, someone asked me to explain the change
in German national markings on aircraft, from the traditional Iron Cross to the straight-armed
“Balkankreuz”. The change was made in the spring of 1918. I said that I thought it was due to
the expansion of the Central Powers to include Bulgaria as well as the Ottoman Empire, but it
turns out I was wrong. I did some research on the Google machine and found the answer, which
is both more interesting and also more ordinary.
First of all, the error I made is a common one and stems from the frequent misspelling of
“Balkankreuz”. Balkan, referring to the Southeast European region where the Great War began,
also happens to coincide with the heraldic term for the Greek, or straight-sided, cross. This just
helps to compound the misperception. The correct spelling is B-a-l-k-E-n-k-r-e-u-z, which
comes from the German “balken” which means girder or beam-- the archaic English word is
“balk”-- which simply describes the shape of the cross.
Further research dug up an old article from Airfix Magazine, dated July 1974, by Mr. Harry
Woodman. I'll quote Part 3 of the article here (bear with me, as it's a lengthy quote):
“On March 20 1918 the first of what was to be a series of instructions was issued regarding the
national markings of Army aircraft. This stated that all aircraft were to be marked with a
straight-lined cross on the same positions as before, but that the rudder was to be painted white
with the cross painted against this background.
“The order specifically stated that the cross was to be straight lined and should not have curved
sides as in the case of the old cross. On the wings and fuselage the cross was to have white
stripes 15cm (about 6 inches) wide all around the edges. The order also stated that alterations to
existing crosses were to be carried out by April 15 1918, but manufacturers and home depots
were instructed that the carrying out of this order was not to delay despatch of aircraft to the
Front. Machines already prepared for despatch were to be altered at the Front. The order also
contained the rider that the instructions were to be speedily executed.
“Accompanying the order was a diagram showing the type of cross to be used (See Sketch 2)
[my source did not include the sketches-- wouldn't that have been nice, though?]. Like its
predecessor this cross has been described in many ways, some writers have called it a Latin
Cross, which is wrong for a Latin Cross is straight but the lower vertical bar is longer than the
others (like a crucifix). The correct term in heraldic language is a Greek cross but the Germans
described it as simply a 'Balkenkreuz' (not Balkankreuz). The word 'balken' merely means
girder, bar or beam and is self-explanatory.

“As the order of March 20 was to be carried out speedily and completed by April 15 at the latest,
it is obvious from a study of photographs that the conversion was indeed carried out in some
haste which led to many variations. Most units merely converted their existing Iron Crosses to
Greek Crosses by drawing lines from the tips of the cross and its existing surround and painting
straight across and up and down, the result being a large number of fairly thick crosses and
generous white borders (see Sketch 1).

A Fokker Dr.I with the crosses converted in the field. From Wings Palette
“On May 13 1918 further guidance was given on the size and form of the cross on the wing
surfaces. The vertical bars were to stretch from leading edge to trailing edge and the white
stripes surrounding the cross were to be painted alongside the longer sides so that they would
appear as four right angles, the ends of the cross remaining free from any edging whatsoever.
The ratios of the cross were to be as follows:
Length of vertical bar to horizontal bar 5:4
Width of horizontal bar to vertical bar 1:1
Width of bar to length 1:8
Width of white stripe to width of bar of cross 1:4
[bonus points if you noticed the math doesn't work-- item 3 is exclusive of either item 1 or item
2]
In fact, the dimensions of the cross as stated above would have resulted in a format which was
not a Greek Cross at all but something which had long vertical arms and horizontal ones. A
survey of a large number of photographs by the writer suggests that in fact this kind of cross was
applied to only a very few aircraft, probably those just leaving the production lines when the
order was received. In any case a further instruction was issued on June 4 stating specifically
that the 'black cross was square' (ie, that the arms were to be of equal length). It further qualified
the size of the cross and and the position by stating that the width and height of the cross were to
be equal and equivalent to the chord of the wing (they would be as large as possible), the width
of the black stripe was to be 1/8 of the length and the width of the white border was to be ¼ of
the width of the black stripe. The crosses were to be placed as far out on the wing tip as possible
and on the fuselage they were to extend from the top decking to the bottom and as large as
possible on the rudder and/or fin.
“A further order on June 25 1918 merely confirmed the above stating that alterations to machines
at the Front was [sic] to be carried out forthwith and that machines for the Home Command
could be delivered in the original form of cross.
“This final form of cross (see Sketch 3) is most commonly seen on aircraft delivered to the Front
in the closing months of the war, but during the period between the introduction of the
'balkenkreuz' in March 1918 and the end in November a fair variety of crosses can be seen. It is

obvious that during the period covered by the various orders and instructions mentioned above,
front line units were under increasing pressure and could devote little time and energy to careful
application of the orders. It was only at Home units and those in the rear and at factories where
the alterations could be carried out in some degree of comfort, and even then a few machines still
sported the old Iron Crosses until the Armistice.”

A Hannover CL.II with the ordered 1918 markings. From WWI Aerodrome
So that pretty distinctly describes the 'balkenkreuz' and its application to German aircraft, but the
original question remains-- why was this done? For the answer, I returned to the Google
machine and found a thread in a site called the Aerodrome, a forum for fans and experts on WWI
aviation. One of the native German-speakers there found a copy of the actual March 20 1918
order, which is prefaced as follows:
“To improve the recognition of our aircraft, the following is ordered...”
So there you have it. There was some discussion quoting combat reports from various sources
showing that there might have been some confusion when the Iron Cross was in use.
Specifically, some pilots claimed that the German markings were “a black cross in a white
circle”. Apparently, the curved sides of the Iron Cross gave this optical illusion. It seems
incredible at first, but consider the pressure pilots were under in combat situations, with only a
glance at the markings to determine friend or foe. Additionally, we have all learned of the misidentification of white stars on blue backgrounds as either black crosses or red circles in the
Second World War, which led to the modern “star and bar” national markings for the US Air
Force.
Finally, I can assure that whether the markings are curved “Iron Crosses” or straight-sided
“Balkenkreuzen”, you will have plenty of time to distinguish friend from foe if you “fly” with us
in a Canvas Eagles game!

UNIT OF THE MONTH

(Not Sponsored)
Member Name

Scale

Manufacturer

Era

Unit

Robert
Cuscaden

28mm

Scratch Built

Various

Canvas Caulk Rivers

Bill Daniel

28mm

DeeZee Miniatures

Various

Mammoths

Jeff Lambert

28mm

Gripping Beast

Medieval

Crusaders

Jef Lambert

1/144

Shapeways

WWI & WWII

Fighter Aircraft

Terry Shockey

15mm

Irregular

WWI

Bulgarian Infantry

Matt Vigil

15mm

Pass of the North

Ancients

Celtiberins

GAME OF THE MONTH
Total Escape Games Sponsor
Member Name

Scale

Era

Rules

Description

Greg Cornell

20mm

WWII

Memoir ‘44

Juno Beach

Pat Harvey*

15mm

Ancients

DBMM2

Early Carthage vs. Pyrric

Jeff Lambert

25mm

Colonial

The Men Who
Would Be King

An unnoted action on
“The Grim”

Doug Marston

Unknown

Fantasy

Firefly

Demo Game

David Newport

20mm

Vietnam

Status Red
Chicken

Jungle Skirmish

Terry Shockey

15mm

WWI

Square Bashing

St. Michael Offensive:
British Counterattack

Greg Skelly

28mm

WWII

Homegrown

Battle of the Bulge

*Denotes this month’s winner
Each month CMH members host games at the monthly meeting. This award is for
the effort put out by the host.

CMH April Scheduled Events
This table shows what events are scheduled for CMH. Next months Friday
Night Fights (FNF) and the monthly meeting (MM) are listed. It is recommended
to schedule your game for future meetings and will appear on this page.
Date

Meeting

Location

Start Time

April 6

FNF

TEG

7PM

April 8

MM

Baker Rec Center

12 - 5 PM

April 13

FNF

TBD

7PM

April 20

FNF

TBD

7PM

April 27

FNF

TBD

7PM

TEG - Total Escape Games
6831 W. 120th Ave.
Suite C
Broomfield CO 80020

www.totalescapegames.com

FNF (TBD) may or may not occur due to a lack of a scheduled host/location.
APRIL MEETING:
Larry Irons and Doug Wildfong will present a Medieval 28mm game: Maurikian
Byzantines vs. Steppes & Slavic Confederation
John Brown will be hosting a BBDBA

OTHER EVENTS:
Salute

April 14

London UK

Recon

April 26-29

Orlando FL

Little Wars

April 26-29

Lombard IL

West Wars

May 19-20

Westminster CO

Colorado Military Historians, Inc.
CMH Newsletter
Colorado military Historians (CMH) is a non-profit
organization whose purpose is to promote historical
wargaming and the study of military history.
Founded in 1965, CMH meets monthly on the second
Sunday of the month, except in May when it is
deferred to the third Sunday. The meeting starts at
noon at the Baker Recreational Center, 6751 Irving
Street ( just a few blocks west of Federal Blvd),
Denver CO. The club also hosts gaming at least one
Friday night a month, called “Friday Night
Fights” (FNF) at 7 PM. FNF will be held at several
various locations. See previous schedule or view the
website for latest information.

The CMH Newsletter is a monthly
newsletter published by the
Colorado military Historians.
Views expressed in this
publication do not necessarily
reflect those of all CMH
members.
Mailing Address:
Terry Shockey
13160 Garfield Dr.
Thornton CO 80241-2106
email: tshockey8981@msn.com
Web Site: www.cmhweb.org

CMH maintains ties with numbers local, regional and
national groups to help promote the hobby. CMH is
governed by member-elected officers who serve on
the Board of Directors (executive board). Terms are
one year, with elections held at the May meeting. New
members are accepted after attending three CMH
functions and a vote of the membership. Dues are
$45.00 per year, payable in January. Members
wishing to receive a snail-mail newsletter
subscription must pay an additional fee of $15.00 per
year. Authors retain ownership of articles and
graphics published. CMH reserves the right to edit or
reject submissions to the newsletter.

Editor/Layout: Terry Shockey

One year Adult Membership: $45.00
Half year Adult Membership: $30.00
(For NEW members who join after June 30)
Family Membership: $45.00 (one Adult and any
number of offspring)
Student Membership: $25.00 (16 to 22 years old)

Secretary:
Terry Shockey
(See above)

Next Issue: May 2018

2017/2018 CMH Board
Members
President:
Nate Forte
natforteg1@gmail.com
Vice-President:
Jim Rairdon
rairdon8071@comcast.net

Treasurer:
Larry Irons
303-883-2146
Historian:
Doug Wildfong
303-374-9776
dwwild84@gmail.com

